Chavoin House is named after Chavoin College (1967–1979), the school on the Burwood site prior to Emmaus College. This school was named after Jeanne-Marie Chavoin, foundress of the Marist Sisters.

Jeanne-Marie Chavoin was born in a French village northeast of Lyons, in 1786. Jeanne-Marie grew up during the unrest of the French Revolution where religious persecution and abuses prevented freedom of worship. She had no official education and whatever she learnt came from home. Despite her personal lack of education, Jeanne-Marie valued learning very highly.

Growing up, Jeanne-Marie learnt concern and compassion for others, particularly those less fortunate. As religious freedoms started to be restored, she began to work in her parish, helping to take care of various people. Jeanne-Marie did this without drawing attention to herself. During this period, Jeanne-Marie encountered several religious groups who influenced her and was asked many times to join different religious orders. Jeanne-Marie was not interested in the usual monastic life of many of these offers. She was wanting to encourage open work in the community.

Having been invited to meet with John-Claude Colin and hearing about the Marist project (Marist = Mary + Christ, a family of Marist groups that hold our Mother Mary as their role model), Jeanne-Marie founded the first community of Marist Sisters. Her vision for the Sisters was to live a hidden life in the world, acting as apostles in the community and educating children with limited opportunities. Marist Sisters are now located in many areas of the world continuing this work.

Jeanne-Marie died in 1858.

COLOURS
Red is the House colour of Chavoin. Red symbolises blood of life, strength and vitality. Banners show complimentary colours of red and dark blue or lapis lazuli on white. The blue means trust and is the colour representing Mary associated with the Marist origins.

HERALDRY
Elegant shield has a chevron division meaning protection and faithful service.

SYMBOLISM
The symbols of the Chavoin College crest are retained, to represent the Marist origins of the College. The wheat represents the Emmaus ‘bread’. The shield symbolises defender of faith. The Flory cross means one who has conquered, and is decorated with ‘fleur de lis’ ends, a resemblance to the Emmaus crest. It is a symbol of Christianity signifying purity, and is shown to reflect French origins of Jeanne-Marie Chavoin. The Marist crest often incorporates the twelve stars representing Mary, Mother of God, and indicates the stars of excellence.

ELEMENTS
The element of Chavoin is air, and is shown as a nebulous line. An indigenous symbol for air is the eagle and is also the totem of Victoria.

Chavoin House Prayer

Creator God,
Through the power of your spirit you transform and nourish all that exists.
As members of Chavoin house, may your spirit empower us to be loyal to you and each other.
May we take pride in all that we say and do, so as to give witness to your word and love.
Amen